Interdict

I do a lot of Home Security work. It’s a gratifying job but there isn’t much of a
margin. This camera evens the odds. It’s Stupid Simple, Reliable, and Packed with Features.
And Oh Yeah, it’s very inexpensive.
This particular model is for indoor use. If you need outdoor installation I can offer a different
device.
FullBlast has integrated the capability whereby the user can simply open a box to turn the device
on. Conversely, you only need to close the box to shut it off.
When the system is armed it will alarm on any intrusion. It senses in low light or no light. It
sends an audible alarm and turns on a flood light which are deterrences that create unsavory
conditions for mischief. It will send you an email or a text message when the intrusion is
detected. It also saves a high res image on an SD card in the cam and you can touch the camera
anytime with a simple iPhone or Android application that renders real-time audio and video.
If you have this camera near the front door you can have it alarm you in your bedroom with
sufficient time to load the gun, call the cops or leave the premesis. That’s a lot of security for a
few hundred dollars.



H.264 video compression



Mega-pixel, 1280x800 resolution at 30 fps.



Dual sensors/lens for day and night separately.



PIR body detection, effective distance – 7 meters.



Two way audio with internal speaker.



Infrared thermometer and temperature alarm control.



SD card slot with 5 seconds of video pre-recording.



802.11 n wireless with WPS support.

Description

Features

Specification

Connection

The IP Camera is designed for all day video surveillance on your iPhone/iPad and Android
mobiles/pads. The setup is truly 1-2-3 :
1. Connect the camera to the network
2. Download the app mCamView into your iPhone/iPad or Android
3. View video by the camera ID/password
The push notification is supported, so that you will get the notification from your iPhone/iPad
and Android once there is any events detected through the PIR body sensor or sound detector on
the camera, even when your mobile is on sleep mode.
The SD card recording is supported, and you could playback the recorded video on your
iPhone/iPad and Android. You could also do the SD card recording only when there is PIR or
sound detection to save the SD card storage size. The PIR and sound detected recording has a 5
seconds pre-recording, so that you will always catch the critical moment.
For day & night usage, there are two video sensors/lens on the camera, one for day and one for
night. The day lens and night lens focus are separately tuned for day light and Infra Red light for
best video quality. No ICR, no mechanical problem.
Two-way audio is supported. You can monitor the synchronized video/audio and talk to or warn
the people around the camera from your iPhone/iPad and Android once you got the push
notification. There is a built-in speaker and a speaker jack is provided so that you could connect
any high power speaker to the camera for your needs.

Downloa

The WPS(WiFi Protected Setup) is supported. You could set up the WiFi connection of the
camera with the router by clicking the WPS button on the camera and on the router at the same
time. No more complicated WiFi configuration.
An infrared thermometer is provided. You could monitor the temperature of the environment of
the camera. And you could setup the camera to trigger alarm when the environment temperature
is out of a specified range.
The IP camera is ideal for securing small businesses, home offices and residences. The IP
Camera is a perfect replacement of the alarm system and baby monitor in your house and shop.

